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Let (O, Z', 3, ~o) be a finite-state automaton with input-output alphabet Z'. 
Let 27+ be the free semigroup generated by 27 and 2? N be the set of all infimte 
sequences of elements of 27. Rayna, in "Degrees of Finite-State Transform- 
ability," Information and Control (1974), calls a sequence x a Z N complete if and 
only if every _d a Z + is contained in x. We call a degree of finite-state trans- 
forraabllity complete if and only if it contains a complete sequence, t-Iuffman, 
m "Canonical Forms for Information-Lossless Finite-State Logical Machines," 
2(RE TransactiotTs on Circuit Theory (1959), calls a fimte-state automaton 
information-Iossless iff there exist no two states q~ and qf and no two different 
equal-length input blocks ~/, B ~ 27+ and an output block C ~ Z + such that 
8(q~,A) : qt = ~(q~,B) and oJ(q~,A) = C -- o)(q~,B). In this paper we 
examine the behavior of an information-lossless finite-state automaton (herein 
called a complete automaton) when a complete sequence is the input and use 
the results obtained to study the partial ordering [x] ~> [y] defined by Rayna 
on degrees of finite-state transformability. In particular we show that (1) if Ix] 
is a complete degree and [y] is an incomplete degree with Ix] > [y], then there 
exists a complete degree [x'] and an incomplete degree [y'] such that Ix] > 
[x'] > [y'] > [y], and (2) a complete degree [x] has a cover, i.e., a complete 
degree [x'] > Ix] with no complete degree strictly in between, if and only if 
every complete degree has a cover. 
INTRODUCTION 
The study of the response of a f inite-state automaton  to a finite input  
sequence under  varying condit ions has received considerable attent ion 
dur ing  the last 20 years. Some of this s tudy has been concerned wi th  the 
various methods  of def ining a f inite-state automaton  (see Moore,  1956, 
for example);  some of these papers examined the acceptance of finite 
sequences by a f inite-state automaton  (Rabin  and Scott, 1959); some also 
determined the behavior  of a f inite-state automaton  when the length of 
the input  sequence is fixed (Perles, Rab in  and Shamir ,  1963). Huf fman 
(1959) in t roduced the concept  of an informat ion- loss less f inite-state au- 
tomaton  where analysis of the output  and knowledge of the initial and 
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final states will enable one to suitably determine the corresponding input. 
Subsequently many papers have been published concerning information- 
lossless automata. (See, for example, S. Even, 1965; Kambayashi and 
Yajima, 1971; D. V. Speransky, 1972, 1975; and the books by A. Gill, 
1962; Booth, 1967; and Z. Kohavi, 1970.) Only a few papers have studied 
finite-state automata when the input is an infinite sequence of characters 
from its input alphabet. (See, for example, Rabin, 1972.) In this paper 
we will examine the response of an information-lossless finite-state automaton 
when an (infinite) complete sequence is the input and use the results obtained 
to study the partial ordering defined by Rayna (1974) on degrees of finite- 
state transformability. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
A finite state automaton is a four-tuple S = (Os,  Zs ,  8s, cos) where 
(i) Qs is a finite set of states, 
(ii) Z s is a finite alphabet, 
(iii) 8s: Qs x Z s -+ Qs is the next-state function, 
(iv) O2s: Qs × Zs -~ Zs is the output function. 
(Unless several automata S, T,... are under consideration, the identifying 
subscript will not be used.) The domains of 8 and co are Q × Z so that 
we are always considering completely-specified finite-state automata. (See 
Ginsburg, 1962, Chap. 2.) If A is a set, we will use #(A) to denote the 
cardinality of A. 
The elements of Z will be denoted by lower case Latin letters from the 
beginning of the alphabet. If Z* is the free monoid generated by Z, the 
elements of Z*, called blocks or words, will be denoted by upper case Latin 
letters from the beginning of the alphabet. The empty block will be denoted 
by •. If A c Z*, we let [ A ] denote the length A. We let Z + = Z- -  {~}. 
Infinite sequences of elements from 27 will be denoted by lower case Latin 
letters from the end of the alphabet. The set of all such sequences will 
be denoted by Z ~. (In general, N denotes the set {0, 1, 2,...}.) 
We extend 8 to a function 8": Q × Z* --* Q and co to a function co*: 
Q × Z~--+ Z ~- in the usual way. We will follow convention and drop the 
asterisk from 8", using the same symbol 8 to denote the next-state function 
and its extension. A similar convention will bold for the output function co. 
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We also extend co to Q x Z ~ in the natural way. To be precise, let qo 
be a state of S. If x = {an: n ~ N} and y = {b~: n E N} are elements of Z ~, 
we write 
co(qo , x) = y, 
if and only if, for each n ~ N, we have 
(i) q.+l = 8(q~, as), 
(ii) b. = oJ(q~, as). 
We also say that the sequence x drives S through the state sequence 
{q.: n ~ N}. 
Rayna (1974) called a sequence x = {as: n e N} complete if and only if 
for each B =b l ' ' ' b~6Z* ,  there is an m~N such that am+~=bi  for 
i = 1,..., k. Let k be a positive integer. The integrally positioned h-blocks 
of x are the blocks a~e "" a~k+(~-l) for n ~ N. Clearly x is a complete sequence 
if and only if, for any positive integer k, every k-block appears infinitely 
often as an integrally positioned k-block. As an example of a complete 
sequence, consider any alphabet Z. We may assume 27 is ordered. Let e 
be the sequence constructed by enumerating all blocks of length 1 in 
lexicographic order, then all blocks of length 2, etc. Then c is complete, 
and we will call it the standard complete sequence over Z. 
I f  a sequence x is not complete, there is a largest integer k such that 
all blocks of length l ~< k appear in x at least once, but some block of length 
k + 1 does not appear in x. In this case we say that x is k-complete or, 
more simply, incomplete if the integer h is not important in the discussion. 
Let x and y be sequences. Rayna (1974) defines x to be equivalent o y 
if and only if there exist automata S and S', states qo ~ Qs and %' ~ Qs" 
and blocks A ~ Zs* and A' ~ Z~, such that 
(i) O)s(qo , x) = Ay, 
(ii) Ws,(qo', y) = A'  x. 
This relation is easily seen to be an equivalence relation and the equivalence 
class of x, denoted by [x], is called a "degree of finite-state transformability." 
We can define a partial ordering on the collection of such degrees: [x] > [ y] 
if and only if there are a finite automaton S, a state q ~ Qs,  and an A E Z* 
such that o~(q0, x) = Ay. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A finke-state automaton S is strongly connected if and 
only if for each q, q' ~ Q there exists A ~ Z + such that 3(q, A) = q'. 
643/32/2-6 
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DEFINITION 1.2. Let S = (Q, z ,  3, co) and S'  = (Q', Z' ,  3', oJ') be 
finite-state automata. S'  is called a subautomaton of S if and only if Q' c Q, 
z 'c_z ,  3 'c3 ,  ~'c_o~. 
2. COMPLETE SEQUENCES AND COMPLETE AUTOMATA 
THEOREM 2.1. Let S = (Q, z,  3, oo) be a strongly connected finite-state 
automaton and x a complete sequence. Let A e Z+ and q e Q. Then S is in 
state q infinitely often with A, as a block of x, next in the input. 
Proof. Let q l , . . . ,% be the states of S. Let q be a fixed state of S. 
Construct, by induction on i, the block J = B1A ... B,~A such that, for 
each i ~ 1 .... , n - -  1 where q~+l is some (possibly different) state, 
(i) 3(q~.+1 , B1A "" BiA) = q'i+l , 
(ii) 3(q;+1, Bi+l) = q. 
Then the block f = BaA ... B~A has the property that, regardless of the 
starting state, S will be in state q at least one of the times that one of its 
"A"  subblocks is about to appear in the input. Since this block J must be 
contained in x infinitely often, the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let S = (Q, z,  3, oo) be any finite-state automaton, qo a 
state of S, and xe  Z ~ a complete sequence. Then S o = (Qc, Z, 3c, c%), 
defined as follows, is a strongly connected subautomaton of S. Namely, let 
{qn: n ~ ~} be the state sequence of S when x is the input and qo the initial 
state of S. Let Q~ = {q e Q: q = q~ for infinitely many n ~ ~}. Finally, let 
3 e and ~o c be the restrictions to Qc × Z of 3 and oJ, respectively. 
Proof. Let N = 1 -t- max(n: qn e Q - Qc}. Since the number of integers 
n such that q~ ~ Q - Qe is finite, this maximum is taken over a finite set. 
Hence N is finite. Thus if q e Qe, then there are infinitely many indices 
n > N such that q --~ q~. Conversely q~ ~ Q~ for every n > N. That the 
image of 3 is contained in Q~ now follows by an argument similar to that 
used in Theorem 2.1. Let q, q 'e  Qc. Then there exist integers m and m' 
such that N < m < m' and q = q~, q' ----- qm'. Hence there is an input 
block A 6 Z* such that 3c(qm, _/I) = qm', showing Sc is strongly connected. 
Observe that different complete sequences may determine different 
strongly connected subautomata from the same initial state, and that the 
same complete sequence may determine different strongly connected sub- 
automata when started from different states. Also observe that distinct 
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strongly connected subautomata must have disjoint state sets. For these 
reasons we will use S~(qo, x) to denote the strongly connected subautomaton 
of S determined by x and qo • 
COROLLARY 2.3. A complete sequence drives a strongly connected finite- 
state automaton through every state infinitely often. 
Rabin (1972) discusses the "acceptance" of a sequence x e2  ~ by a 
sequential finite-state automaton S = (Q, Z, 8, q0, F)  where O, 27, 8 are as 
in Section 1, qo is a prescribed initial state, and F is a set of so-called final 
states. The set Tv(S) of infinite sequences accepted by S is defined as the 
set of all sequences x such that x drives S, starting in q0, through a final 
state infinitely often. If S is strongly connected, then by Corollary 2.3, 
S accepts every complete sequence. I f  S is not strongly connected, the 
analysis is somewhat more involved: Let T(S) be the traditional set of 
finite blocks accepted by S and let Oc be the union of the sets of states 
of all the strongly connected subautomata of S. Let F '  = F n Qc, and let 
T'(S) be the set consisting of those blocks of T(S) whose final state is in F ' .  
I f  T'(S) is not empty, then every complete sequence with A ~ T'(S) as an 
initial segment is a member of T~(S). (Thus T~(S) is uncountably infinite 
if and only if T(S) contains at least one block A which brings S from qo 
to some state q0' eF ' . )  With this in mind one can see that the primary concern 
should be with what incomplete sequences are accepted by S. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let S = (Qs,  27, 8s,  cos) and T = (QT, Z, 8r ,  ~T) be 
two finite-state automata over the same alphabet 27. Let qs e ~O, and qr ~ QT • 
(i) We say qa is equivalent o qr, written qs ~ qr, if and only if 
aJs(qs , A) = OJr(qr , ./1) for every et ~ X +. 
(ii) We say T covers S, written T >~ S, if and only if for each state 
qa e Qs there is a state qT ~ ~r  such that qs ~ qr • 
(iii) We say S and T are equivalent, written S ~ T, if and only if 
T /> S and S ~ T. 
(iv) We say S is minimal if and only if ql = q2 for every ql,  q2 E Qs 
with ql ~ q2 • 
For a discussion of these concepts ee Booth (1967). 
The preceding results show that a strongly connected automaton must 
be driven through every state q infinitely often by a complete sequence 
and that any given block A ~ 27* must appear infinitely often as the "next" 
part of x at times when S is in state q. Theorem 2.5 below shows that a 
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strongly connected automaton is determined, in some sense, by its response 
to a complete sequence. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let S = (Qs ,  Zs ,  as ,  COs) and T = (QT, Z'r, aT, °Jr) 
be two finite-state automata. Then S and T are isomorphic if and only if 
there exist bijective mappings (that is, one-to-one and onto) 
f :  Qs --+ QT , g: Zs  -+ Zv 
such that for each s E Qs , a ~ Z s 
f(as(S , a)) = ar(f(s) ,g(a)) ,  
g(cos(S, a)) = COt(f (s), g(a)). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S = (Qs , x ,  as ,  COs) and T = (Qr , Z, at ,  Wr) be 
finite automata. For any pair of states qs ~ Qs and qT ~ Qr such that qs -~ qr , 
we have as(qs , A)  ~ aT(qr, A) for all A ~ X+. 
Proof. See Hartmanis and Stearns, 1966, page 23. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let S = (Qs, s ,  as ,  COs) and T = (QT , X, BT , °Jr) be 
strongly connected finite-state automata, with state sets Qs = {So, Sl ..... s.} 
and QT = {to, tl ..... t~}. Assume there exists a complete sequence x~X N 
such that COs(So, x) = COT(to, x). Then for each state s i of S there exists a 
nonempty set Ti of states of T, such that 
(i) s i = t~ for each state t j c  si • 
Furthermore, 
(ii) S ~ T; 
(iii) for  any sequence y and any state s i of S, we have COs(Si, y)  = 
COr(tj, y) for each t s ~ si ; 
(iv) i f  S and T are minimal, they are isomorphic. 
Proof. (i) Let (s(n): n ~ N} and {t(n): n ~ N} be the state sequences of 
S and T, respectively, when x is the input sequence and the initial states 
are, respectively, s (0 )= s o and t (0 ) :  t o . This pair of state sequences 
can be represented by {(s(n), t(n)): n ~ N}. For each si ~ Qs let si : {tj: 
s(n) = si and t(n) : tj for infinitely many n 6 N}. Since x is complete and 
S is strongly connected, s i must appear infinitely often in S's state sequence. 
Since T is a finite automaton, some state t~. of T must appear infinitely 
often with si of S. Thus si is nonempty. Let t~ be one such state of T and 
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let A E Z +. Since S and T are finite automata, then 0s  × Or is finite, so 
there are only finitely many distinct state pairs that appear in the sequence 
{(s(n), t(n)): n c N}. Since (s~-, t,) appears infinitely often, we can use an 
argument like that used in Theorem 2.1 to construct a block 
J = A1AA2A "'" AnA, 
which will put S in state s~ and T in state tj at least once with one of the 
A's "next" in the input regardless of the starting state pair. Since x is com- 
plete, x contains J. Since ms(So, x) = mr(to, x), it follows that ~Os(S~, A) = 
`aT(t~, A). Since A was arbitrary, & ~ tj. 
(ii) This assertion follows from (i), Lemma 2.4, and the fact that S 
and T are strongly connected. 
(iii) This is an immediate consequence of (ii). 
(iv) This assertion follows from (ii) and Corollary 1.1.1 of Hartmanis 
and Stearns (1966, p. 24). 
Since it is obvious that equivalent automata, started in equivalent states, 
must yield identical output sequences for a given input sequence, we have 
the following proposition. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let S = (Os , Z, 8s , ,as) and T = (Or ,  Z, ST, COT) be 
strongly connected automata. Then S ~ T if and only if there exist states 
qs ~ Os and qT C Or and a complete sequence x such that `as(qs , x) = `ar(qr, x). 
We point out that there is a well-known algorithm for determining when 
two given automata re equivalent (see Booth, 1967, Chap. 3, Sects. 3, 4). 
Hence there is an algorithm to determine when two automata with given 
starting states are equal on a given complete sequence. 
We observe that if S is not strongly connected and T is strongly connected, 
then the sequence x and the starting state qs determine a strongly connected 
subautomaton Sc(qs, x) of S which is equivalent o T under the hypothesis 
of Theorem 2.5. Thus S ~> T. However, if neither S nor T is strongly 
connected, then, under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.5, we may conclude 
that S and T have equivalent strongly connected subautomata. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let S = (Os,  X, 3s, cos) and T = (Or ,  27, 8r,  ` aT) be 
finite-state automata. The series composition of S and T, denoted by S o iv, 
is the finite automaton where 
(i) 0Sot = Os × Or ; 
(ii) Zso r = 27; 
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(iii) for each (qs, qr)~ Qsor and for each a EX, 3sor((qs, qr), a) = 
(3s(qs , °)r(qr , a)), ~r(qT , a)); 
(iv) for each (qs, q~)e Qso~ and for each a e ~, ~OSo~((qs, ~), a )= 
O)s,(qs, ~or(qr, a)). 
One can think of the effect of the automaton S o T on the input sequence 
x when the automaton is started in state (s o , to) in the following way. Let 
y = ~or(t0, x) and let z = ~Os(So,y). Then WSor((So, to) , x) = z, i.e., first 
operate on x by T started in state t o and then operate on this result by S 
started in starte s o . 
We point out that the series composition of strongly connected finite 
automaton eed not be strongly connected. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let d be any positive integer. The identity automaton 
with delay d is the automaton I a = (Qa , Z, 3a , ~Oa) where 
(i) Qa={A~Z+: IA I  =d},  
(ii) for each A e Qa with A = al "'" aa we define ~a(A, a) = a 2 "" aaa 
and coa(A , a) = a 1 . 
Observe that the present input a becomes the output d time units later 
and the present output was the input d time units previous. Hence ma(A, x) = 
Ax for any input sequence x. For any automaton S = (Qs ,  •, ~s, C°s) 
we see that W~dos((A, qs), x) = Acos(qs, x), i.e., the output obtained from S 
delayed by d. Now each complete sequence x, for each state A of I a and 
each state qs of S, determines a strongly connected subautomaton of I a o S. 
Any such strongly connected subautomaton will be called "S  delayed by d." 
In what follows, we will employ the facts stated above, in conjunction with 
Theorem 2.5, usually without regard to that particular d-block which 
contributes to the delay. The following corollary illustrates the format 
in which we will use the above information. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let S and M be finite-state automata and let T be a 
strongly connected finite automata with initial states qs , qM , qr , respectively, 
Let x be a complete sequence. I f  
(i) OOSoM((qs , qM), X) = OJr(qr , x), then S o M >~ T; 
(ii) COSou((qs , q~t), x) ~ Ao2r(qr, x), where l A ] ~- d, then So  M >~ T 
delayed by d. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let S ~- (Q, x,  3, ~o) be a strongly connected finite- 
state automaton. We may S is complete if and only if for any positive integer 
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k and any k-block B there exist a state q ~ Q and a k-block A such that 
~o(q, A) = B. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let S be a finite-state automaton and q0 ~ Q. We 
say S is W-injective from the state qo if and only if o~(q0, xl) @ w(qo, x2) 
for any distinct complete sequences x 1 , x 2 ~ Z N. 
LEMMA 2.8 (K6nig's Lemma). Let T be a finitely branching rooted tree. 
I f  for each positive integer n there is a rooted arc of T of length n, then T contains 
an infinite rooted arc. 
Proof. See Kleene, 1967, page 302. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let S = (Q, z ,  3, ~) be a strongly connected finite-state 
automaton. Then the followbzg are equivalent. 
(a) S is complete. 
(b) There are a state qo ~ Q and a complete sequence x such that ~o(qo , x) 
is complete. 
(c) For any sequence y there exist a state qo ~ Q and a sequence y' such 
that ~o(qo , y') = y. 
(d) There do not exist distinct elements A, B E Z + and a state qo E Q 
such that 
(i) oJ(q0, A) = oJ(q o , B), 
(ii) 3(q0, A) = ~(q0, B). 
(e) For each qo ~ Q, S is ~-injective from %. 
Proof. (a) ~ (b): Let x be a complete sequence and qo any state of S. 
Let B ~Z +. Since S is complete, there are an A EZ  + and a state q of S 
such that w(q, A) = B. Since x is complete, x contains A infinitely often. 
Since S is strongly connected, we have by Theorem 2.1 that S is in state 
q at least once with A, as a block of x, next in the input. Hence B is a block 
of oJ(qo, x) and so, since B was arbitrary, ~o(q0, x) is complete. 
The converse is trivial. 
(a) <=> (c): First, assume S is complete. Let R be a new element 
not in Q w Z. Construct he finitely branching rooted tree with 
(i) root R; 
(ii) one successor of the root R for each state q0 e Q; 
(iii) for all other vertices, one successor for each member of 27. 
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For example, by (iii), (q, a) is a successor of q for each a ~ Z' and (q, ab) 
is a successor of (q, a) for each b ~ Z. Let y be any sequence. For each positive 
integer k let Bk = Yl ""Y~ be the initial segment of y of length k. Since 
S is complete, there is a state qk ~ Q and Ae ~ Z+ such that co(q1~, Ak) = B~.  
Now each pair (q~, An) together with the root R determines a rooted arc 
of length k q- 2. Hence by K6nig's lemma there is an infinite rooted arc 
(qo, Y') contained in the tree. By construction ~o(qo ,y ' )  ~ y. 
Conversely, let x be a complete sequence. By hypothesis there is a sequence 
x' and a state q0 ~ Q such that co(q0, x') = x. 
Now one can easily show that no complete sequence can be obtained 
from an incomplete sequence. (If x' is incomplete, then for large enough k 
the maximum number of output blocks of length k obtainable from x' 
is less than optimum.) Thus x' is complete. 
(a) ~ (d): Assume that .//, B, qo exist satisfying (i) and (ii). Let J 
be a block such as constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.1: That is, such 
that if J is input to S, then (regardless of the starting state) at some time S 
will be in state qo and the block A will be the next subblock of length I A [ 
of J. Let N be the number of states of S. Find an integer m large enough that 
(1 - -  1 /2N)2  ~ < ]/2N. 
Then choose h so large that at least (1 - -  1/2N) of all k-blocks contain 
at least m copies of ]. This is possible since, if we let I be the length of jr, 
the fraction of the number of/-blocks which differs from the/-block jr is a 
certain number r < 1. Specifically, 
r = 1 - -  ~(Z) -*. 
Then for any a ~ N the fraction of (al)-blocks containing at least one integrally 
positioned copy of ] is (1 --r~), and so the fraction of (alm)-blocks con- 
taining at least m copies of jr, integrally positioned or not, is at least (1 --  r~)% 
Since r ~ -~ 0 as a --~ 0% a can be chosen so that (1 --  ra) ~ > (1 --  1/2N), 
and we can take k = alto. 
Now fix a state q for the moment. Consider any k-block K containing 
at least m copies of J. If S is started in state q with K as input, at least m 
times we will have S in state qo with A the next subblock in K. If K '  is 
formed from K by replacing any of these copies of d by B, the same output 
will be generated. Hence the number of distinct outputs from such input 
k-blocks, if started in state q, is at most 1/2 m of the number of such input 
k-blocks. Such input blocks constitute at least (1 - -  1/2N) of all h-blocks, 
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leaving a set of at most 1/2N of all the h-blocks whose set of output blocks 
does not (as far as has been shown) have cardinality reduced by a 1/2 ~ 
factor. Therefore the cardinality of the set of output h-blocks is at most 
(1 --  1/2N)/2 ~ + (1/2N) 
times the number of all h-blocks. By the assumption on m, this fraction 
is less than 1IN. 
This was calculated for the set of output k-blocks corresponding to a 
single initial state q. Summing over the N states of S, we see that less than 
the fraction N/N = 1 of k-blocks can be obtained as output from S, showing 
that S is not complete. 
(d) ~ (a): Assume S is not complete. Choose any q aQ = {qi: 
i ~ 1 .... , N}. Let N(k) be the number of distinct output h-blocks which 
can be obtained from S started in initial state q. Since S is not complete, 
lim N(h)/#(~) ~ = O. 
Let [qj]~ be the collection of all input h-blocks which leave S in state qt 
when q is the starting state. Then 
N 
#([q&) = #(z)~, 
5=1 
and so one of the sets [q~]~ must contain at least #(Z)Z~/N elements. Choose 
k large enough that 
N(h) < #(r?/N. 
Thus there must be at least two h-blocks A, B in [qj]t~ such that 
(i) ~(q, Q) = ~(q, B), 
(ii) 3(q,A) =3(q ,B)  =q~.  
We note that (d) is the definition of an information-lossless finite-state 
automaton. 
(e) ~ (d): Suppose (d) does not hold. Then there exist distinct 
_/1, B ~ N +, and states q0, ql, such that 
(i) co(q0, A) = ~o(q0, B), 
(ii) 8(qo, A) = 3(%, B) = ql. 
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Since S is strongly connected, a block T exists such that ~(ql, T) = qo. 
Replace A by AT,  B by BT.  Property (i) remains unchanged, and (ii) becomes 
(ii)' g(q0, A) = g(q0, B) • q0. 
Let e be any complete sequence. Since S is strongly connected, c can 
be regarded as consisting of a succession of blocks C1C•C 3 .... where each 
block C i leaves S in state q0 if S is started in state qo • Hence so does each 
of the product blocks C1, C1C2, C1C2C3, CIC2C3C 4 ,.... Then the sequences 
x 1 = ACIAC~C2AC~C2C3A... ,  
x 2 = BCIBC1C2BCIC2C3B...  
are complete, and yield the same output when S is started in state q0 • Hence 
(e) does not hold for the state q0 under consideration. Since S is strongly 
connected, it readily follows that (e) fails to hold even if q0 is replaced by 
another state. 
Before we can demonstrate (a) => (e) and thereby complete the proof of 
Theorem 2.9, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let S be a complete automaton with N states. Let  {~/i" 
i = 1 .... , K}  be distinct blocks, B ~ Z +, and qo ~ Q. I f  oJ(q o , As) = B for each 
i=  1 .... ,K ,  then K ~ N.  
Proof. I f  K > N, then the ending states 3(q0, A,), i = 1 ..... K, can not 
all be distinct. Thus for some pair of distinct integers i, j, we have 
(i) w(qo , A i )  = oJ(q o, n3), 
(ii) 3(q 0 , Ai) --  3(q0, As), 
contradicting Theorem 2.9(d). 
Note the interesting corollary: 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let S be a complete automaton with N states. Let 
{xi: i = 1,..., K} be distinct sequences, y a sequence, and qo ~ Q. I f  °J(qo , x~) -~ y 
for each i ~ 1,..., K then K ~ N.  
Proof. Since the sequences xi are distinct, we can find an integer l such 
that the initial/-blocks Ai of x~ are distinct, yet the ~(q0, Ai) are all the same. 
(a) => (e): We shall show that if the sequences xi are complete, then 
Corollary 2.11 can be strengthened to show K ~ 1: that is, that S is 
~¢-injective. Suppose, then, that S is complete and there exist K distinct 
complete sequences x 1 ,..., xx ,  such that w(q o , xi) ~ y for each i = 1 ..... K. 
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We will prove, by induction on n, that for any integer n we have K 
1 + (N- -  1)/n. Taking n = N, we have K < 2; therefore K = 1. 
Let 11 be a length so chosen that the initial /1-segments .4 n ,..., A1K of 
xl ,..., xK are all distinct, and that Aal drives S back to state q0 • This choice 
is possible because x, is complete. 
Now suppose, by induction, that we have M = 1 + n(K-  1) distinct 
l,~-blocks A,~I ,..., A,~M such that ~o(q0, An~), i = 1 .... , M, are all the same 
and that 3(%, A~I ) = %. We will obtain a length In+ 1 > In, and M q- (K - -  1) 
distinct/~+l-blocks, with the analogous properties. 
F ind an initial block B~ of x 1 , of length at least l1 , such that 8(q0, B,,) = q0 
and that A~I is the next/n-block in xl • Let/~+a = ] B~A~I I. Then consider 
the following sets of blocks. First, the initial /~+l-blocks A,~+~,I .... , An+a.x 
of x 1 ..... xK ; and second, the /~+l-blocks B,~A,~ 1 , BnA,~ 2.... , B,~A,~M. Now 
A,~+1.1 =-B,~A~a (both being the initial /~+l-block of xl); but otherwise 
all these blocks are distinct. The blocks in the first set are distinct because 
they are initial segments of x 1 ,..., x,c of length > l  1 ; the blocks in the second 
set are distinct because the Ani are; and the blocks in the first set, except for 
A~+a. 1 , are distinct from those in the second set because the initial/1-blocks 
of those in the first come from x~. ,..., xx while those of the second set all 
come from x 1 . So we have M + K- -  1 =- 1 + (n + 1) (K - -  1) distinct 
l,~+~-blocks. 
Finally, these blocks all yield the same output block if S is started in 
state %.  This is obvious for those in the first set: The output is the initial 
/~+l-block of y. That those in the second set all yield a common output 
is also obvious (since Bn leaves S in the state %). But the two sets have a 
block in common, so their output is identical. 
Thus we have shown that for any n we can find a set of M = 1 q- n(K  -- 1) 
distinct blocks yielding the same output if S is started in state %. By 
Lemma 2.10, just proved, we must have M ~< N, so K <~ 1 + (N  -- 1)/n 
as claimed. 
3. COMPLETE DEGREES AND THE RELATION IX] > [y] 
Let x be a complete sequence. The degree Ix] of x will be called a com- 
plete degree of finite-state transformability. If  d is a positive integer, denote 
by x ~a) the sequence obtained by truncating the initial d-segment from x. 
In this section we will give a partial result on the question of a cover for a 
complete class and some results on the relation Ix] > [y] where x is 
complete and y is incomplete. The main results (Theorems 3.3, 3.4) 
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show that any two complete sequences are alike with respect to ~> in a 
restricted sense. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let x and y be sequences where x is a complete sequence. 
Let S be a (not necessarily strongly-connected)finite automaton and s o ~ Q. 
Suppose there exists B ~ Z*  such that ms(So, x) = By. Then there exist a 
strongly connected subautomaton S of S, a state ~ of S, and nonnegative integers 
d and d' with d >/d '  and such that coS(~ , x (al) -= y(a'). 
Proof. Let S = S~(so, x). Let A be an initial segment of x such that 
i A I >~ [ B [ and that 8s(So, A) = ~ e Qs .  Let d = [ A [ and d' = d - -  t B [. 
Then clearly d ~> d' >~ 0 and ms(~, x (a)) = yCa'). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let x be a complete sequence, M a strongly connected finite 
automaton, and mo ~ QM . Let x' = raM(too, x). I f  x is equivalent o x', then, 
for any state m of M and any sequence y,  raM(m, y)  is equivalent o y.  
Proof. Since x is equivalent to x' and x is complete, it follows that x' 
is complete. Also, there exist a finite automaton S, a state s o of S and B E 2J* 
such that ms(So, x') ~- Bx.  By Lemma 3.1 there exist a strongly connected 
subautomaton M'  of S, a state m 0' of M' ,  and nonnegative integers d'  and d 
with d'  ~> d such that mu,(m0' , x '(a')) ~ x la). Let A be the initial d'-block 
of x and m a : 3~t(m0, A). Then we have m:~t(m 1 , x (a')) = x '<a'). Consider the 
composition M 'o  M. Now tOM'oM((mo'  , ml), x ~a')) = tOM,(mo' , mM(m 1 , xra'))) = 
mM,(mo' , X '~a')) = x (a). Since d ' />  d, there is a (d' - -  d)-block B E Z'* such 
that x (d) = Bx (a'). Let d ~ d' - -  d and consider the identity automaton I z 
of delay d. Then mta(B , x (a')) == Bx la') = x ~a). By Corollary 2.7 we have 
M'o  M ~> I z; i.e., M 'o  M contains I a as a strongly connected sub- 
automaton. Let m ~ QM • Since M is strongly connected, there is a state m' 
of M '  such that (m', m) is equivalent to a state A of I a . Let y be any se- 
quence and y '  = raM(m, y). Then mM,(m' , y ' )  = mM,(m', mM(m , y))  = 
COM,o~((m' , m) ,y )~-m,a(A ,y  ) =Ay.  Hence by definition y and y '  are 
equivalent. 
The preceding theorem motivates the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let M be a strongly connected finite automaton. 
We call M an equivalence automaton if and only if there exist a state m 0 
of M and a complete sequence x such that wM(mo, X) is equivalent o x. 
Let Ix] and [x'] be degrees for which no degree [y] exists such that 
Ix'] > [y] > [x]. Then Ix'] is called a cover for Ix]. Rayna (1974) showed 
that the lowest degree, consisting of the ultimately periodic sequences, 
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has a cover. Whether or not other degrees have covers is known only for 
certain incomplete degrees. The next theorem provides a partial answer 
for the case of complete degrees. 
THEOREM 3.3. One complete degree has a cover if and only if every complete 
degree has a cover. 
Proof. Let [x'] cover [x] and let [y] be any complete degree. Since 
[x'] covers Ix], there is a complete automaton S with starting state s o such that 
~Os(S0, x') =- x. (By Lemma 3.1 we may assume that S is strongly connected 
and choose our representative of the degrees so that the integers d and d' 
do not appear.) Since S is complete, by Theorem 2.9(c) there exist a state 
s o' and a sequence y'  such that OJs(So' , y') =- y. Let [y"] be a complete degree 
such that [y'] >~ [y"] >/ [y]. Then there are complete automata T'  and T"; 
starting states t' and t" of T'  and T", respectively; and nonnegative integers 
p! t /  t!  I t  dl' , dy' , d 1 , d 2 with dl' > /d  2' and d 1 >/d  2 and such that 
and 
w'(t', y,W)) = y,,(~') 
U(t" ,  y,,(4)) = y(4) .  
Now the integers may be so chosen when using Lemma 3.1 that d 2' = d~'. 
Then we have 
~,~,,o~,((t", r) ,  y'(~l')) 
= J ( r ,  ~' ( r ,  y'(~'))) 
= d( t " ,  y,,(a~')) 
= J ( t " ,  y,,(a;)) 
= y(4).  
Now let B be the initial dl'-block of y '  and let s o = 8s(So' , B). Then 
t l  t f  Us(S ° ,y ' (ax' ) ) :yta l") .  Since d l '>  d~, we let d = d l ' - -d~ and find a 
d-block A such that y(G) = Ay(at'). Consider the identity automaton I a 
of delay d. Then 
,o~d(A ' y(a;) ) = 
so that by Corollary 2.7 T" o T' >~ S 
part (ii), there exist a state A' of Ia ,  
Ay(al') = y(a~), 
delayed by d. Then by Definition 2.1, 
tt  ?t a state t o of T , and a state t o ' of T' 
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such that A'x  - - -oA id (A '  , x )  = (D id (At  , ( .Os(So, x t ) )  = 6Oldos( (At  , so) , x ' )  = 
t! t ! ! eOT.or'((to , t o ), X') = co"(to , co (to, X')). Now note that [A'x] ~ [x]. Let 
x" - co'(to', x'). Then clearly we have 
[x'] >~ Ix"] >/[A'x]  = Ix]. 
Since [x'] covers [x], we have either Ix'] = Ix"] or [x"] = Ix]. I f  Ix'] = Ix"l, 
then x' is equivalent to x" and by Theorem 3.2 we then have that T' is an 
equivalence. Hence y'  is equivalent o y" and [y'] = [y"]. I f  [x"] = [x], 
then T" is an equivalence so that [y"] = [y]. Hence [y'] covers [y]. 
TItEOREN 3.4. Let [x] be a complete degree and [3,] an incomplete degree 
such that [x] > [y]. Then there exist a complete degree [x'] and an incomplete 
degree [y'] such that [x] > [x'] > [y'] > [y]. 
Proof. We construct [x'] first. Since [x] > [y], there is a strongly 
connected automaton S with given starting state s o such that o2(s 0, x) = y. 
(Here we have used Lemma 3.1 and again changed representatives of the 
degrees, if necessary, so that the stated integers do not appear.) Since x 
is complete and y is incomplete, S is not a complete automaton. Thus, 
by Theorem 2.9(d), for state s o we can find an integer k, and distinct k-blocks 
A and B such that 
(i) W(So, A) = w(so, B), 
(ii) ~(s0, A) = s o = ~(s0, B). 
Since x is complete and S is strongly connected, by Theorem 2.1 both 
A and B appear infinitely often among the integrally positioned k-blocks 
of x when S is in state s o . Since the number of k-blocks is finite, some 
of these occurrences of A and B are immediately preceded infinitely often 
by some k-block C. Construct he finite automaton T which will alter the 
sequence x, delayed by k, in such a way that each integrally positioned 
k-block A (or B), appearing next in the input when S is in state s o and C 
was the preceding k-block, is reproduced after the next occurrence of C 
when S is in state s o and A (or B) is next in the input. Let x' be the resulting 
sequence. It is easily seen that x' is complete and so T is a complete automaton. 
Since T only shifts those A's and B's which appear as inputs when S is 
in state so, and since A and B satisfy properties (i) and (ii) for so, we must 
have Ws(So, x') ~ y.  Since S is not complete, S is not an equivalence and 
thus Ix'] > [y]. Now no finite automaton can reconstruct x from x' since 
the blocks A and B can be arbitrarily far apart which would require an 
arbitrarily large number of states. Thus [x] > [x']. 
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We now construct he degree [y']. Let S, So, h and A, B be as above 
except choose k so large that there are distinct h-blocks C and D such that 
neither C nor D can be obtained as output from S. Modify the automaton 
S so that when S is in state s o and the k-block B is integrally positioned 
we redefine COs(So, B) ~- C and 3s(So , B) = s o . Let T 1 be this modification 
of S. Let y'  -= corl(S o, X). Now y' is not complete since the block D still 
can not be obtained and hence [x] > [y']. Now let T 2 be the automaton 
which will output the k-block of y '  if that k-block is not C and output the 
h-block cos(So, A) if that k-block is C. Since x is complete, cos(So, A) appears 
infinitely often in y' and so the procedure is not reversible because it is 
not possible to determine which COs(So, A) came from itself or from C. 
Thus [y'] > [y]. We have shown that for a complete degree Ix] and an 
incomplete degree [y] there is an incomplete degree [y'] such that 
[x] > [y'] > [y]. 
Apply this to the relation [x'] > [y] where Ix'] is the complete degree 
obtained above and the proof is complete. 
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that a strongly connected finite automaton 
which gives a constant sequence as output when a complete sequence is 
the input must be a constant automaton. This fact is useful in establishing 
the next result, discovered uring a conversation with G. Rayna. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let y = {a~: k e N} be the incomplete sequence defined by 
a~ = 1 when k -~ (n ~ + 3n + 2)/2 for some n E N, 
a~ = 0 otherwise. 
Then there does not exist a complete sequence x such that Ix] > [y]. 
Proof. Suppose such a sequence x exists. Then by Lemma 3.1 we can 
find a strongly connected automaton S and a state q of S such that co(q, x) = y. 
The sequence y has the property that there are exactly N zeros between 
the Nth 1 and the (N + 1)st 1 for each Nc  N+. Now let A~ be the initial 
block of the standard complete sequence from {0, 1} which terminates 
with the last k-block. Then I A~[ M(k) "~ "2J = = 2-~=1J • Since x is complete, 
x contains each A k infinitely often. Thus for each k, we can find N(k) with 
N(k) much bigger than M(k) and a state q~ such that Ak, as a part of x, 
is the input to S when S is in state q~ and the distance between successive 
l 's is N(k). This means that co(qT~, dk) = 0 "-" 0 through the proper choice 
of qty. The collection {(qk, ATe): k ~ N+} is infinite and since S has only a 
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finite number  of states, some state, say t], appears infinitely often. Thus  
we have the infinite subcollection {(q, A~): n ~ I C N+} where I is an infinite 
subset of N +. Hence 
~o(~], A~) = 0 "" 0 for all n E I ;  
i.e., o~(~, c) = 00 .. . .  Hence S is a constant automaton, contradicting the 
fact that o)(q, x) = y. 
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